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Drumming Series >> Zion Train Dub Drums

Future Loops’ brings you “Zion Train Dub Drums “, a fantastic set of live drum loops
produced by legendary dub pioneer, Neil Perch from Zion Train.

This is a highly professional sampling work that transpires the beauty and history of the 
music legacy Neil Perch and Zion Train have been indulging us with throughout the 
years.

Zion Train are Dub/Dance pioneers and have been undisputed leaders in the genre for 
more than 15 years. The band is heavily involved in the alternative/DYU underground 
culture and has established a loyal legion of fans who follow their work as purveyors of 
the finest Roots Reggae music since the 90’s. Zion Train is considered one of the finest 
live dub acts in the world!

Come and explore the roots of Dub music in this comprehensive collection of live drum
sessions that is both a celebration of the genre and a highly stimulating tool that will load 
your tracks with positive energy!
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With more than 900 drum loops, over 100 rolls/fills and 400 drum hits “Zion Train Dub 
Drums” is a thorough tool, filled with all the drum elements you need to build your own dub 
roots tunes or even the latest retro dance tracks. 

All loops are offered in 24-Bit WAV and REX2 formats for higher flexibility.
This is pure, earthy dub, laid down to inspire your heart and release your mind...

Spread your good vibes all around your tracks with this stunning collection of Dub drums!
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Technical Specifications : 
1.03GB ( 800 MB before content duplications ) including drum loops from different live sessions ; drum rolls and fills ; drum 
hits ; 1384 WAV samples ; 963 REX 2 samples 

Works with:
Acid, Adobe Audition, Akai MPC1000, Akai MPC2000, Akai MPC2500, Akai MPC4000, Cubase, Digital Performer, Drumcore, 
FL Studio, Live, Logic, Nuendo, ProTools, Reason, SampleTank, Sonar, Transfuser


